Abstract. We construct a family of analytic discs attached to a real submanifold M ⊂ C N+1 of codimension 2 near a CR singularity. These discs are mutually disjoint and form a smooth hypersurface M with boundary M in a neighborhood of the CR singularity. As an application we prove that if p is a flat-elliptic CR singularity and if M is nowhere minimal at its CR points and does not contain a complex manifold of dimension (n − 2), then M is a smooth Levi-flat hypersurface. Moreover, if M is real analytic we obtain that M is real-analytic across the boundary manifold M .
Introduction and main results. Let M ⊂ C
N +1 be a real submanifold. A point p ∈ M is called a CR singularity if it is a jump discontinuity point of the map M ∋ q → dim C T 0,1 q M defined near p. Here T 0,1 q M is the CR tangent space to M at q.
We assume that codim R M = 2. Bishop considered the case when there exist (z, w) holomorphical coordinates in C 2 , such that near the CR singularity p = 0 the submanifold M ⊂ C 2 is defined by
where λ ∈ [0, ∞) is a holomorphic invariant called the Bishop invariant. In the case when λ ∈ 0, 1 2 , Kenig-Webster proved in [14] the existence of an unique family of 1-dimensional analytic disks shrinking to the CR singularity p = 0. The real-analytic case was studied by Huang-Krantz in [7] .
Let (z 1 , . . . , z N , w) be the coordinates from C N +1 . In this paper, we consider the higher dimensional case of (1.1) when the submanifold M ⊂ C N +1 is defined near p = 0 by w = z 1 z 1 + λ z where Q (z 1 , z 1 , z 2 , z 2 , . . . , z N , z N ) is a quadratic form depending on z 2 , z 2 , . . . , z N , z N and combinations between z 2 , z 2 , . . . , z N , z N and z 1 , z 1 . We say that λ is elliptic if λ ∈ 0, 1 2 . In this paper we extend Kenig-Webster's Theorem from [14] . We prove the following result: Theorem 1.1. Let M ⊂ C N +1 be a smooth submanifold defined locally near p = 0 by (1.2) such that λ is elliptic. Then there exists a family of regularly embedded analytic discs with boundaries on M that are mutually disjoint and that forms a smooth hypersurface M with boundary M in a neighborhood of the CR singularity p = 0.
Then M given by Theorem 1.1 is not necessary a Levi-flat hypersurface as in Kenig-Webster's case from [14] in C 2 .
The existence problem of a Levi-flat hypersurface with prescribed boundary S in C N +1 with N ≥ 2, was studied by Dolbeault-Tomassini-Zaitsev in [2] under the following natural assumptions on S:
(i) S is compact, connected and nowhere minimal at its CR points; (ii) S does not contain a complex submanifold of dimension (n − 2); (iii) S contains a finite number of flat elliptic CR singularities. We would like to mention that properties of nowhere minimal CR submanifolds were studied by Lebl in [20] .
The CR singularity p = 0 is called elliptic if the quadratic part from (1.2) is positive definite. We say that p = 0 is a "flat" if Definition 2.1 from [2] is satisfied. Under the precedent natural assumptions, Dolbeault-Tomassini-Zaitsev proved the existence of a (possibly singular) Levi-flat hypersurface which bounds S in the sense of currents (see Theorem 1.3, [2] ).
The graph case was studied by Dolbeault-Tomassini-Zaitsev in [3] : Let C N +1 = C N z × R u × R v , where w = u + iv, and let Ω be a bounded strongly convex domain of C N z × R u with smooth boundary bΩ. Let S ⊂ C N +1 , n ≥ 3, be the graph of a function g : bΩ −→ R v such that S satisfies the natural assumptions (i), (ii), (iii). Under these assumptions Dolbeault-Tomassini-Zaitsev proved the following result Theorem 1.2. Let q 1 , q 2 ∈ bΩ be the projections of the complex points p 1 , p 2 of S, respectively. Then, there exists a Lipschitz function f : Ω −→ R v which is smooth on Ω − {q 1 , q 2 } and such that f | bΩ = g and N = graph (f ) − S is a Levi-flat hypersurface of C N +1 . Moreover, each complex leaf of M 0 is the graph of a holomorphic function ϕ : Ω ′ −→ C where Ω ′ ⊂ C n−1 is a domain with smooth boundary (that depends on the leaf ) and ϕ is smooth on Ω ′ .
As an application of Theorem 1.1 , we solve an open problem regarding the regularity of f given by Theorem 1.2 at q 1 , q 2 , proposed by Dolbeault-TomassiniZaitsev in [3] .
By combining Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following result Theorem 1.3. Let M ⊂ C N +1 be a smooth submanifold as in Theorem 1.2. Suppose p is a point in M such that M is defined near p = 0 by (1.2) satisfying the condition that (i) p = 0 is a flat-elliptic CR singularity (ii) any CR point of M near p = 0 is non-minimal, and (iii) M does not contain a complex submanifold of dimension n − 2. Then M constructed by Theorem 1.1 is a smooth Levi-flat hypersurface with boundary M in a neighborhood of p = 0.
In the real analytic case our smoothness result combined with an similar argument as in the paper [13] of Huang-Yin concerning the analyticity of the local hull of holomorphy, gives the following result:
be a real analytic submanifold defined near p = 0 by (1.2) and that satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.3. Then M is a Levi-flat hypersurface real-analytic across the boundary manifold M .
We prove our results by following the lines of developed by Huang in [8] , KenigWebster in [14] , [15] and in particulary the construction of analytic discs developed by Huang-Krantz in [7] . First, we make a perturbation along the CR singularity and then we find a holomorphic change of coordinates depending smoothly on a parameter. Then, we will adapt the methods used in C 2 by Huang-Krantz and Kenig-Webster in our case.
We would like to mention that versions of our result were obtained in a higher codimensional case by Huang in [8] and Kenig-Webster in [15] .
The study of CR singular real submanifolds in the complex space requires different methods than the case of CR manifolds. We mention here the problem of finding a normal form for a real submanifold in C 2 defined by (1.1). For λ non-exceptional, this problem was solved by Moser-Webster in [18] . When λ > 1 2 , Gong studied in [4] the existence of the real-analytic surfaces that are formally equivalent, but not biholomorphically equivalent to quadrics. The case λ = 0 was initiated by Moser in [17] and well understood by Huang-Yin in the nice paper [11] . We would like to mention here also the paper [10] of Huang-Yin where Moser's Theorem from [17] is generalized to the higher dimensional case.
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Preliminaries.
2.1. A perturbation along the CR singularity. Let ∆ be the unit open disc from C and let S 1 be its boundary. A map f : ∆ −→ C N +1 is called an analytic disc if f | ∆ is continuous and f | ∆ is nonconstant and holomorphic. We say that f is an analytic disc attached to M if f S 1 ⊂ M . We construct analytic discs attached to M depending smoothly on
By using the notation z = z 1 , our manifold M is defined near p = 0 by
or equivalently by
where
are smooth functions vanishing at X = 0. We prove the following lemma:
Proof. We need to solve the equations ∂f = ∂f = 0 at the point z = w = 0. We compute:
(2.5)
We obtain adz = dw and bdz = 0. It follows that p = 0 is a CR singularity if and only if b = 0.
We make a change of coordinates depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 preserving the CR singularity p = 0 : Proposition 2.2. There exists a biholomorphic change of coordinates in (z, w) depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 that sends (2.3) to a submanifold defined by 6) preserving the CR singularity p = 0.
Proof. We consider a local defining function for M near p = 0
Each fixed X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 defines us a real submanifold in C 2 which may not have a CR singularity at the point z = w = 0 because H 0,1 (X) may be different than 0 (see Lemma 2.1). Therefore we need to make a change of coordinates in (z, w) depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 that perturbs the CR singularity p = 0. We consider the following equation
where B (z, z, X) is a smooth function. Since H 1,1 (0) = 0, by applying the implicit function theorem we obtain a smooth solution z 0 = z 0 (X) for (2.8). By making the translation (w ′ , z ′ ) = (w, z + z 0 (X)), the equation (2.3) becomes
where C 1,0 (X), C 1,1 (X), C 2,0 (X), C 0,2 (X) are smooth functions vanishing at X = 0.
Next, we consider a map Θ (X) such that Λ 2 (X) e −2iΘ(X) ≥ 0. Changing the coordinates (w, z) := w, ze iΘ(X) , we can assume Λ 2 (X) ≥ 0. Changing again the coordinates (w, z) := w + (Λ 1 (X) − Λ 2 (X)) z 2 , z we obtain (2.6).
We write
where P (z, X) and K (z, X) are real smooth functions. We prove an extension of Lemma 1.1 from [14] :
There exists a holomorphic change of coordinates in (z, w) depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 in which K and its partial derivatives in z and z of order less or equal to l vanish at z = 0.
Proof. By making the substitution (z ′ (X) , w ′ (X)) = (z, w + B (z, X, w)) and by (2.11) it follows that
where q (z, X) = zz + λ (X) z 2 + z 2 . We want to make the derivatives in z of order less than l of i (K (z, X) + Im B (z, X, w)) vanish at z = 0. By multiplying (2.12) by i = √ −1, our problem is reduced to the following general equation
where f (z, z, X) is a real formal power series in (z, z, X) with cubic terms in z and z with coefficients depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 . We write
(2.14)
We solve inductively (2.13) by using the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. The equation (2.13) has a unique solution with the normalization condition Im B m (0, X, u) = 0.
Proof. We define the weight of z to be 1 and the weight of w to be 2. We say that the polynomial B m (z, X, w) has weight m if B m tz, X, t 2 w = t m B m (z, X, w). Let B m be the space of all such homogeneous holomorphic polynomials in (z, w) of weight m satisfying the normalization condition with coefficients depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 and let F m be the space of all homogeneous polynomials f m (z, z, X) of bidegree (k, l) in (z, z) with k + 2l = m with coefficients depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 . We can rewrite (2.13) as follows
(2.15) In order to solve (2.15) it is enough to prove that we have a linear invertible transformation 16) depending smoothly on X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 . By Lemma 1.1 of the paper [14] of KenigWebster, it follows that ϕ (X) is invertible for X = 0 ∈ C N −2 . By the continuity it follows that ϕ (X) is invertible. If it is necessary we shrink the range of X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 .
The proof is completed now by induction and by using Lemma 2.4.
Preliminary preparations.
Let w = u + iv and I ǫ := (−ǫ, ǫ) ⊂ R, for 0 < ǫ << 1. We assume that M is defined by (2.11) and satisfies the properties of Proposition 2.3.
In order to define a family of attached discs to the manifold M , we define the following domain D X,r = {z ∈ C; v = 0, q (z, X) + P (z, X) ≤ u < ǫ} , (2.17) where u = r 2 . By similar arguments as in the paper [8] of Huang, it follows that D X,r is a simply connected bounded set of C. Therefore there exists a unique mapping rσ X,r : ∆ → D X,r such that σ X,r (0) = 0 and σ ′ X,r (0) > 0. Then, for 0 < r << 1 we can define the following family of curves depending smoothly on
Next, we define the following family of analytic discs rσ X,r , X, r
The family of analytic discs shrinks to {0} × O × {0} as r → 0, where 0 ∈ O ⊂ C N −2
and fills up the following domain
2.3. The Hilbert transform on a variable curve. Let γ X,r given by (2.18), where r is taken very small. For a function ϕ X,r (θ) defined on γ X,r we define its Hilbert transform H X,r [ϕ X,r ] to be the boundary value of a function holomorphic inside γ X,r , with its imaginary part vanishing at the origin. For more informations about the Hilbert transform we mention here the book [5] of Helmes.
For α ∈ (0, 1) we define the following Banach spaces:
The following result can be proved by using the same lines as in Kenig-Webster's paper [14] (Theorem 2.5) or from Kenig-Webster's paper [15] : Proposition 2.5. As r → 0 and X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 we have
(2.22)
An implicit functional equation.
During this section we work in the Holder space C j,α , · j,α . We employ ideas developed by Huang-Krantz in [7] , Huang in [8] , Kenig-Webster in [14] , [15] and we define the following auxiliary hypersurface
where ǫ > 0 is small enough and w = u + iv. We would like to find a map of the following type
Here F , B are holomorphic functions in z and smooth in (X, r). It follows that
where γ X,r is the curve defined by (2.18) . By using the Hilbert transform on the curve γ X,r and by dividing by r 2 the equation (2.25), it follows that there exists a smooth function V (X, r) such that
We follow Huang-Krantz's strategy from [7] and we define the following functional
where F = F (z, X, r). By linearizing in F = 0 the functional defined in (2.27), the equation (2.26) becomes
where F = F (z, X, r) and Ω 1 (F (z, X, r) , X, r), are terms that are coming from the Taylor expansion of P (z, X) and
We put the normalization condition V (X, r) = r 2 . In order to find a solution F in the Holder space C j,α , · j,α for (2.28), we need to study the regularity properties of the functional Ω. We consider the following notation
Since C X,r (z) = 0 for |r| << 1, X ≈ 0 ∈ C N −2 , we can write C X,r (z) = A (z, X, r) B (z, X, r) with
Then ln B (z, X, r) is a well-defined smooth function in (z, X, r). Among the lines developed by Huang-Krantz in [7] , we define the following function
Then C ⋆ is a smooth positive function and D (z, X, r) := C ⋆ (z, X, r) C (z, X, r) is holomorphic in z, smooth in (X, r). We write D (z, X, r) F (z, X, r) ≡ U (z, X, r) + √ −1H X,r [U (z, X, r)]. Since D (z, X, r) = 0 we can rewrite (2.28) as follows
We summarize all the precedent computations and we obtain the following regularity result Theorem 2.6. The equation (2.33) has a unique solution in the Banach space C j,α , · j,α such that
(2.34)
Proof. The solution U and its uniqueness follows by applying the implicit function theorem. We denote by Λ 1 (U, X, r) and Λ 2 (U, X, r) the first and the second term from (2.33). It follows that
for some C > 0. It follows that U j,α = O r l−2 . The proof of the second regularity property goes after the previous line. Differentiating with r the equation (2.33) it follows that
. By Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5 we obtain that ∂ r U j,α = O r l−2−1 . Since P (z, X) = O z 3 and
by taking higher derivatives of x in (2.33) it follows that the differentiation of any order with x ∈ X does not affect the estimates. Therefore the second estimates follow immediately.
We write that 3. A family of analytic discs and proofs of main results.
3.1. A family of analytic discs. We construct a continuous mapping T defined on M 0 into C 2 that is holomorphic in z for each fixed u = r 2 and that maps slice by slice the hypersurface M 0 into M . Let ϕ X,r be the function defined by (2.35). Then F X,r [ϕ X,r ] = ϕ X,r + iH X,r [ϕ X,r ] , B X,r [ϕ X,r ] = (q + P + iK) (z + zF X,r [ϕ X,r ] , X) .
(3.1)
We extend these functions to M 0 by the Cauchy integral as follows We can study now the hull of M near p = 0 when M is assumed to be real-analytic. The hypersurface M 0 defined by (2.23) is foliated by a the family of analytic discs defined by (2.19 ) and therefore M is foliated by the family of analytic discs defined by (3.2) . By similar arguments as in Section 7 of the paper [13] of Huang-Yin we obtain our result. The author believes that the arguments from the paper [7] of Huang-Krantz or from the paper [8] of Huang can be adapted in order to prove the analyticity in our case.
